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How to Create a Pop-Up
In association with

What is Run in the Dark?
Every November, as darkness sweeps the globe, thousands of people in over
50 cities pull on their running shoes and flashing armbands and hit the streets
to Run in the Dark - lighting up the night in a global movement to cure
paralysis in our lifetime.
Run In the Dark takes place in 5 official locations - Dublin, Cork, Belfast,
London and Hong Kong - and over 45 pop-up events led by volunteers
worldwide from Sydney to San Francisco.
Run in the Dark is the main fundraiser of the Mark Pollock Trust. All
fundraising and donations are ring-fenced for our scientific research fund.
This fund helps the Mark Pollock Trust to run a lab focused on running
research studies and clinical trials aimed at developing meaningful therapies
for people with paralysis.
Every donation, every step, every study, moves us towards a cure for
paralysis and enabling people to walk again.
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How to create a Pop-Up event
Most people who would like to be involved, but are outside the UK and Ireland
official events, create informal “Pop-Up” events which do not usually require road
closures, timing chips or major organisational effort. You can create a Run in the
Dark event in your local area and attract anything from 25 to 5,000 people to get
involved.
The process is as follows:
1. A “City Champion” volunteers to be the
point of contact for their location. They find
a route on MapMyRun or Google Maps
and share with us for our website. Then we
add the location to www.runinthedark.org
and start to take entries online for the
event.
3. We will help to promote the event online
via www.facebook.com/runinthedark and
@theruninthedark to secure at least
25 entrants or as many as you can
depending on local regulations.*

2. During October we will send an
event pack to the City Champion
containing one Run in the Dark banner
plus a flashing arm cuff for each
participant.
4. And, on 14th November, prior to the
8pm start time entrants will meet the
City Champion at the designated
start point to receive their flashing
arm cuff. Just before the start the City
Champion should have a photo taken
with all participants and the
Run in the Dark banner.

City Champions are supported at all times by
Run In the Dark HQ in Dublin.

*For events that require road closures
or council permits please email
annmarie@markpollocktrust.org to discuss further.

Who is Mark Pollock?
Unbroken by blindness in 1998, Mark went on to
compete in ultra-endurance races across deserts,
mountains, and the polar ice caps, including being
the first blind person to race to the South Pole. He
also won silver and bronze medals for rowing at
the Commonwealth Games.
In 2010 Mark was left paralysed after falling from a
second story window. He is now exploring the
frontiers of spinal cord injury recovery combining
an innovative electrical stimulator to super-charge
his nervous system whilst walking hundreds of
thousands of steps as the world’s leading test pilot
of Ekso Bionics robotic legs.
Mark has shared his story with hundreds of
thousands of people worldwide including
audiences at TED Global, Davos, EG and Wired.
Selected by the World Economic Forum as a
Young Global Leader and appointed to the Global
Futures Council on Human Enhancement, Mark is
on the Advisory Board of Cybathlon, the Board of
the Christopher and Dana Reeve Foundation
(USA) and is a Wings for Life Ambassador (UK).

Why are we fundraising?
Paralysis is one of the most devastating and life changing injuries a person can sustain.
It can happen to anyone, at any age, at any time and there are currently no meaningful
therapies for those with paralysis.
At best, it fundamentally impacts quality of life, with a $5 million average lifetime cost of
care, and premature death is inevitable. At worst, in the developing world, people die
within 3 years of injury.
By taking part in Run in the Dark, you can help the Mark Pollock Trust reach this year’s
target of €500,000 and support our mission to cure paralysis in our lifetime.
All fundraising and donations are ring-fenced for our scientific research fund.
This fund helps the Mark Pollock Trust to run a lab focused on running research studies
and clinical trials aimed at developing meaningful therapies for people with paralysis.
Every €250 raised funds two weeks of clinical research fees.
Every €500 raised funds a physiotherapist for one month.
Every €1,000 raised funds our research scientists' costs for one week.

Find out more
For more information please contact annmarie@markpollocktrust.org

Facebook: /MarkPollockTrust
Twitter: @MPollockTrust

